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New luxury apartDlent
cODlplex to be built near NSU
Written by:
Alyssa Sterkel

Guy Harvey
promotes
documentary
on sharks
atNSU
Wi-itten by:

Construction for a new
apartment complex near NSU,
Toscana, will begin in January and
. take 18 months to complete.
The 350-unit complex will
be built on Davie Road Extension,
where the mobile home Palma Nova
was. Andy Burnham, chief operating
officer of CC Residential, said the
City of Davie approved the plan for
Toscana because it was compatible
with the master plan of giving the
city a more college-like feel.
"Toscana will be built to
create a social environment for the
residents," said Burnham. "It is a
market rate [rent based on Davie
market] facility open to the public. It
will have a mix of college students,
small families and married couples
with no kids."

Written

Victoria RajkUIllar

reside within Miami-Dade, Broward
and Palm Beach counties.

NSU's Oceanographic Center
partnered with the Guy Harvey
Ocean Foundation to present a free
screening for the NSU community
of "This is Your Ocean: Sharks,"
a documentary on the vital role of
sharks in the marine environment
at the Rose and Alfred Miniaci
Performing Arts Center on Oct. 20.
The documentary featured Guy
Harvey, marine conservationist and
marine wildlife artist, along with Jim
Abernethy, a shark expert and diver.
By focusing on sharks' biology, movements and migrations,
Harvey said they were able to reveal the
misconceptions and myths about sharks
and promote global shark conservation.

SEE APARTMENTS 2

SEE GUY HARVEY 3

Construction for a new apartment complex. Toscana. will begin near NSU in January.

However,
Aarika
Camp,
director of Residential Life and
Housing, said Toscana will only be

~Y:

Victoria RajkuIIlar
They're stalking the parking garages
and trash cans and are watching you
closely. NSU has a problem. A furry one.
Raccoons have been spotte.d in the
parking garages located near the Parker
and DeSantis buildings. Students have
reported being chased by the critters,
causing the stairwells to be blocked off.
Jonathan Martinez, junior English
major, said, "They need to go. They dig
through the garbage, especially by the
dorms and leave a mess."
NSU's Safety and Regulatory
Compliance Administrator Fred Wilson,
said the NSU community should treat
this issue seriously and stay away from
any wildlife on campus.
"Raccoons are not pets," he said. "I

available to upperclassmen since
only students with 48 or more credits
hours can live off campus unless they

advise students not to feed them or to try
and touch them. It would be best to alert
Public Safety if a serious problem arises
with the animals."
Wild cats and possums also roam
the campus. Wilson said it is uncertain
what diseases, if any, these animals
may cany or whether they may react
viciously if approached or taunted.
"While there hasn't been a case
of an animal attack, it is still best to
remain cautious when dealing with wild
ahimals," said Wilson.
However, Elizabetha Cordona,
freshman legal studies major, thinks
they are adorable despite their
apparent danger.
"I fhink they are so cute. It makes
me kind of sad that 1 can't feed them.
I don't think they're bothering anyone,"
SEE RACCOONS 2
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Camp said, "We're still committed to
finding the best housing options for
students whether that's on campus
or off."
Toscana will have common
areas with a fully functional fitness
center, business center, cyber
cafe, swimming pool, heated spa,
outdoor kitchen, putting green and a
dog park.
Burnham said the complex was
designed to be flexible for students.
"We added a business center [to
the property] and our club house will

have free WlFI. The apartments will
have security alarms, which students
tend to like. We've created it to cater
to students," said Burnham.
The business center will have
computers, a copier and a fax
machine for residents to conduct
business and the cyber cafe will
be a social room with a coffee bar
and sitting areas for residents to
congregate and socialize.
The average cost for living at
Toscana will be $1,500 per month.
Camp said students should

weigh their options when deciding
whether to live on or off campus. She
said the benefits of living on campus
are convenience, cost, a support
system and the level of care.
"It is said that if you live on
campus, you are more involved
and get more out of your college
experience. When most people live
off campus, when they're home,
they're home. They don't really
get to know their neighbors. In
the residence halls, you're part
of a community," said Camp. "If

an apartment complex focuses on
students' needs, then it's a good

opportunity. They have to put t
students first and that's what we d(

RACCOONS from 1

she said.
Wilson said that there is a
process for removing raccoons from
campus. They are safely trapped
and relocated to CB Smith Park in
Pembroke Pines. However, he said,
sometimes the animals find their
way back to campus.

Wilson said the number of wi
animals on campus is unknow
But keeping food out of reach hell
alleviate the animals' attracti(
to campus.
To report a wild animal (
campus, contact Public Safety ,
(954) 262-8999.
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Go beyond what is expected
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News
Briefs
Florida's minimum wage set to
increase effective Jan. 1.
On Oct. 17, FL officials announced
that minimum wage will be raised
from $7.31 to $7.67 per hour
starting Jan. 1. The last minimum
wage increase was in June when
the rate rose by six cents an hour.
FL's minimum wage increases are
determined by the cost of living.
NSU
offers
internship
in
Washington, D.C.
On Oct. 18, students attended a
meeting hosted by the Farquhar
College of Arts and Science's
Office of the Dean. The session
focused on the Washington Center
for Internships and Academic
Seminars program, which offers a
variety of internships in and around
Washington D.C. where students
work about four days a week at a
governmental organization. For
more information contact Jeanne
Hamacher at (954) 262-7950.

Guy Harvey, marine wildlife artist and NSU President George L. Hanbury II
at a screening for "This is Your Ocean: Sharks," a documentary about sharks
featuring Harvey and other marine life specialists.

"We want to reeducate the masses on the value of
these sharks because they are being killed all the time,"
said Harvey. "Many people say 'the only good shark is a
dead shark', but it's just not true."
Ken Ma, associate director of Public Affairs said the
documentary created a breakthrough in raising awareness

Miami-Dade
county
judge
speaks at Shepard Broad Law
Center
On Oct. 20, Judge Steven Leifman
conducted a presentation titled
"Altemative Sentencing initiatives
for Offenders with Mental Illness"
in the faculty lounge of the Shepard
Broad Law Center. Leifman is a
part of a movement to reduce the
number of people with mental
illnesses in prison and develop
altemative approaches that offer
treatment and support for recovery.

about the issue of shark hunting.
"The information the documentary provides is also
very alarming. Thirty million sharks are butchered every
year to supply food for the shark fin trade," said Ma. "The
problem is, when you kill sharks, you are removing the
ocean's top predator and that affects the entire food chain."
Dave Chafin, sales manager for Guy Harvey Inc.,
who has worked with Harvey for almost four years, said,

"It really makes no sense, especially to hang [sharks] up
on hooks to prove that you're macho."
Lisa Morse, a NSU marine biology graduate, said, "I
hope to see sharks portrayed how they actually are."
A paid screening of the documentary was also held
on Oct. 19 at the Museum of ArtlFort Lauderdale as a
prologue to the museum's exhibition on sharks illustrated
by Harvey and other marine artists including, John
Singleton Copley and Damien Hirst, which will begin
May 2012.
Proceeds from the paid screening will be used to fund
shark research at NSU's Guy Harvey Research Institute.

Graduate Open House
Secure your future. Earn a graduate degree!

Harvey said he is proud of the institute's research.
"It's fantastic. [Their accomplishments] will be a
part of a tremendous boost in the amount of research done
in South Florida," he said.

Explore the many opportunities available at
Florida International University.
Learn about our Worlds Ahead academic
programs and research in more than 120
fields of study. Find out what FlU has to offer
you by attending the Graduate Open House.

--------

http://www.nova.edu/radiox

The Office of Suicide & Violence
Prevention
presents
guest
speaker Jordan Burnham
On Oct. 25, Jordan Burnham,
attempted-suicide survivor, will
discuss suicide and depression
from a survivor's perspective.
The event will be held in DeSantis
Building room 1048/1049 from
12 p.m.-1
p.m. For more
information contact ek178@nova.
edu or visit http://www.nova.edu/
suicideprevention.
NSU
teaches
occupational
therapists to engage patients
with technology
NSU's Tampa Student Educational
Center's doctor of occupational
therapy program will host an event
open to occupational therapists
to learn how to engage clients
in the use of the iPad and other
virtual reality based technology
applications. Completion of the
Continuing Education Units is worth
six credit hours. The event takes
place on Oct. 24 at the Tarnpa
Student Educational Center from
8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. and costs
$75. For more information contact
Maria Fontaine at (813) 574-5315
or email mf957@nova.edu.
October welcomes the world's
seven-billionth person to the
population
On Oct. 31 , the U.N. Population
Fund expects there to be seven
billion people sharing the Earth's
land and resources. Looking
ahead, the U.N. projects that the
world population will reach eight
billion by 2025 and ten billion by
2083.
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A second majo:t; or
a minor-what's
the difference?
vVritten by:
Alyssa Sterkel

Choosing to add a second major
or a minor while at NSU can be a
difficult deCision, especially if you
don't know the difference between
the two.
Jayne Schatz, director of
enrollment services in the Farquhar
College of Arts and Sciences, said
deCiding on a second major, a
minor, or neither is a decision that
a student should make once they
have examined their academic and
educational goals.
''The critical factor to consider is
what you want to learn," Schatz said.
All undergraduate students
must declare a major by the time
they complete 60 credits, including
transfer credits, but he or she can
only request a minor or a second
major after earning a minimum of 30
credits and before earning 90 credits
said Schatz.
If a student is considering a
second major, Schatz said, he or she
should know that it is a significant
academic undertaking. It requires
a commitment because a student is
taking on two academic programs
conSisting of a set of courses that
allows him or her to study an
academic discipline in depth. She
said taking on a second major is like
having a second full-time job.
"The rule-of-thumb for students
is to plan three hours of study time
for every hour of class time," said

Schatz. "Students who build this type
of study schedule quickly see why we
often say that being an undergraduate
student is a full-time job."
The length of time needed to
complete prograrn requirements
depends on the student. However, a
major requires more credits than a
minor, but there may be overlapping
courses between major and minor
requirements that allow students
to complete multiple programs
more quickly.
One of the biggest differences
between a second major and a minor
is that a student's major should be
his or her primary focus of interest
and the minor usually serves as a
secondary focus of interest.
Schatz said this perspective
may help students decide if they are
interested in a minor or a second
major, or neither. Students should
also know that they cannot select a
minor within their major.
''We have 28 majors and 52
minors so there is a lot to choose from
and there is no reason why a student
cannot combine any of those. If you're
a chemistry major and have a love of
music, there's no reason why you can't
minor in music," said Schatz.
Daniela Malo, freshman biology
major, is using her gender studies
minor to expose herself to issues she
can write about in the future.
''I'm planning on changing
my major to something regarding
journalism so I thought gender
studies would be a good option.
I'm a huge feminist so it'd give me

a lot to write about. I just bought
the books and I'm really excited,"
she said.
A minor is more than a collection
of electives, but a carefully designed
study of a particular academic
discipline. It is an academic program
consisting of a smaller set of courses
designed to allow a student to study
an academic discipline but not at the
same in-depth level as a major.
Schatz said students who
choose to pursue a minor should
anticipate acquiring a more in-depth
understanding than would be gained
through multiple elective courses.
"Don't hesitate to take some
electives in a subject that you know
nothing about. Your undergraduate
career is the time for academic
exploration," said Schatz.
Schatz
recommends
that
students find out what interests them
by engaging in academic dialogue
with your professors, attending
the Farquhar College of Arts and
Sciences Distinguished Speakers and
Faculty lecture series, and enrolling
in new subjects.
"As students do this, they
discover and follow their passion and
constantly re-assess their goals. This
will allow them to build the life they
want," said Schatz.
Students should also know
that requesting both a minor and
a second major requires a formal
process. Schatz said students'
academic advisors can assist them in
this process.

])iary ot..
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Written by: K. Melyssa Murphy
K. Melyssa Murphy is Wce President of the
Student Association in the School of Humanities
& Social Sciences and is in the application process
for the doctoral program in Child & Family
Development at the University of Georgia. She
is a single mother of two boys and says she is
incredibly blessed. Murphy hopes to adopt a third
child in the next four years from Ethiopia.
The finish line is so close. After this one,
there will be another one because what is
life without goals? Thinking back on all the
stepping stones that got me to where I am today,
lam amazed.
There have been days where I thought,
"Nothing beneficial can come out of this." Some
of my earliest memories I have are of my entire
family clinging onto each other in an airport and
crying. My father was a soldier in the army and
he was about to go on his first deployment. I
was five years old. When I saw my father cry

for the first time, I couldn't help but burst into
tears. After the airport, I felt a need to be strong
for my mother and little sister. I never cried in
public.
My father was an American soldier and
I, along with the other family members in the
meeting, were "the real backbone of the Army."
My heart broke and I couldn't understand how
I was supposed to feel pride at that moment,
like the generals had instructed us at the predeployment family meetings. All I could feel
was dread. I was a little girl who was going to
miss her daddy.
When my father returned, I was burdened
with a heavy guilt at the same airport he had left
us. I couldn't remember what my father looked
like. The thought of the picture of him on my
nightstand was distorted by old memories. When
I saw his face for the first time after missed
holidays and birthdays, I was the happiest little
girl in the world. Our relationship was very
strong afterward, and I wouldn't leave his side.
Seven years later, we were told that my
father would have to deploy again. I didn't
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Did you kno~?
Fun facts about
October
WJitten by:
Alyssa Sterkel
When you think of October, a
few things come to mind like dressing
up, scaring people and eating lots
of candy. However, this month has
much more to offer like fall, football
season and many fun facts. Here are
a few October celebrations, famous
birthdays and exciting tidbits.
Food. For all you foodies out
there, October is your month. It is
National Popcorn Poppin' Month,
National Cookie Month, National
Caramel Month, National Country
Ham Month, National Pizza Month
and many more National [insert
food] Months. Eat all the junk food
you can in October. Order a large
popcorn at the movies, make cookies
every weekend and pour gallons of
caramel on your ice cream and chalk
it up to a celebration.
Awareness. October 16 was
World Day of Food. However, this
day is not devoted to eating large
amounts of food all day but to
calling attention to an issue. World
Food Day started in 1979 to increase
awareness surrounding the issues of
hunger and poverty. So, when you
eat breakfast, lunch or dinner this
Sunday, think about your community
and what you can do to help.
Awareness for hunger and
poverty is just one cause addressed
in October. This month spreads
awareness for many illnesses and
issues. It is Celiac Disease Awareness
Month, Breast Cancer Awareness
Month, National Cyber Security
Awareness Month, Pregnancy Loss
and Infant Loss Awareness Month
and Domestic Violence Awareness
Month. October brings to light many

issues that people face today and
what we can do to help.
Celebrations and milestones.
In other countries, October is a
special month as well. On October
1, it is National Day in China and
Independence Day in the Republic
of Cyprus, Nigeria and Croatia.
October 3 is German Unity Day
and October 5 is Proclamation of
Portuguese Republic in Portugal.
On the second Monday (and the
United States' Columbus Day), it is
Thanksgiving in Canada and Health
and Sports Day in Japan.
For the United States, too,
October is an important month because
many life-altering events occurred.
On Oct. 1, 1908, the first "Model T"
Ford was put on the market. The Great
Chicago Fire began on Oct. 8, 1871
and burned for 30 hours. Comedian
Steve Allen died from a heart attack in
his son's home on Oct. 31, 2000.
October is also called "Red
October" due to the Russian
revolution of 1917. In the 19th
century, October was dedicated to
the devotion of the rosary in Roman
Catholic countries and for all you
sports fans, the last week in October
is the only time of the year when all
four major North American sports
leagues schedule games.
Birthdays. Many famous people
were born in the "scary month," like
E.E. Cummings (poet), Jimmy Carter
(39 U.S . preSident), and Ray Kroc
(founder of McDonald's).
October is more than just
"Halloween Month." You can
celebrate National Popcorn Poppin'
Month or give money to a great cause
like domestic violence. However,
there are 11 months in the year, so
stayed tuned. Next month we'll learn
about November fun facts .

think I ever had to relive that nightmare. We
the forgotten victims of attachment issues, postwere stationed at a different base, but the
traumatic stress disorder and uprooting, should
be much more prevalent. With the systemic
same familiar haunting thoughts of the predeployment family meetings became reality.
focus that family therapy allows, perspectives
"You are what make this Army strong," the
of partners, parents, siblings and children
should be explored.
man in the camouflage
I
believe more
explained to us. He
therapeutic
tools
wasn't loud like I
for military families
had remembered the
last general to be. He
will allow them
was choking up as he
to relate to others
looked at his wife and
going
through
children in the crowd
similar issues.
next to my family.
have
two
The imprint that
handsome little boys
these events had in my
who are the light
life, leaves me with a
of my life. I would
profound thought as I
never want them
currently study therapy.
to have to watch
Where was the help
mommy go away
on
deployment
for these families? For
my family? We were
or to experience
expected to feel strong
constant relocation
when we lost the men
throughout
their
and women in our
lives. Going to five
families that made us
different elementary
that way.
schools as a child
K. Melyssa Murphy was the daughter of an American soldier and
I'm now a second- hopes to create more resources for military families.
really
shaped
my
personality.
year graduate student
in the Marriage & Family therapy program
I'm extremely comfortable in a room full of
at NSU. Through my studies, it's been easy
strangers, but I wouldn't want my children to
to focus on what my passion would be in this
have to learn to be outgoing because their mom
field. I believe resources for military families,
is in the Army. It's a very lonely path in society.
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Making a difference within the NSU
community and beyond
W1itten by:
Victoria Rajkwnar
NSU's Make A Difference
Week, which was held Oct. 14-22,
was created to give NSU students
the opportunity to give back to
the community.
Each year, the Office of Student
Leadership and Civic Engagement in
the Division of Student Affairs organizes
the event and is responsible for bringing
NSU organizations together in the spirit
of community service.
The idea came from President
Barack Obama's Make A Difference
Day, which takes place on the fourth
Saturday in October, where the entire
U.S. takes a day to give back to
the community.
Jonathan
Colon,
graduate
assistant for external service in the
Office of Student Leadership and
Civic Engagement, said he enjoys
unifying students by helping others.
He said the event has expanded from
one day to one week.

"We created a kind of
personalized Make A Difference Day
and made it [happen]," said Colon.
Colon wants to use the slogan
"Being a Shark in Service" in
the future to promote community
service and entice more students to
participate in the event.
During this year's event, campus
organizations included C.A.U.S.E,
Hillel, Lambda Theta Alpha, Latin
Sorority Inc., Rotaract anc~ Up Til
Dawn recruited volunteers for their
service projects.
Their service projects include:
Give A Day, where students traveled
to Key West to work with the Florida
Keys Marine Sanctuary cleaning up
garbage and debris from the beach;
the Disabilities Expo; Adopt a Street
Clean-up, where volunteers helped
beautify the roads in collaboration
with the Keep Broward Beautiful
organization; Relay for Life kickoff party, "Howling Hammock";
Making Strides Against Breast
Cancer Walk in collaboration with

the American Cancer Society; and
NAMIBikes Florida Tour, which
allowed bicyclists to go the distance
in support for those suffering from
mental illness.
SLCE also offers service trips
for stude.nts who are eager to go
beyond one week of service and help
those desperately in need out -of -state
and internationally.
A service trip, The Spirit of
NOLA, will take volunteers to
New Orleans for a week to work
with Habitat for Humanity NOLA
chapter to build homes for families in
dire need.
The trip will take place during
the winter break and the estimated
cost is $500. Colon said prices are
subject to change, as fundraisers will
take place well before the event to
raise funds to decrease the trip costs.
This will be the fourth service
trip made by NSU students.
Students who have attended
previous service trips feel strongly
about the experience.

Brynne Hunt, biology major,
said, "The service trip opportunities
have taught me to open my eyes,
and not only tolerate, but accept
everyone for who they are."
Lindsay Goldstein,
speech
pathology major, said, "1 truly feel
[when 1 participate in these trips] I'm
part of something bigger than myself.
Another service trip will be
made in May 2012 to Jamaica. NSU
students will assist Food for the Poor

in rebuilding homes, schools and
libraries. Food for the Poor's primary
goal is to meet the immediate needs
of the poorest of the poor.
The estimated cost for the trip is
$1,300 and is also subject to change.
Approved students have a yearlong
fundraising opportunity to decrease
the cost of attendance.
For more information contact
Jonathan Colon at (954) 262-7297 or
volunteer@nova.edu.

-. October
events by students, for students & November
Monday-Friday, Oct. 24-28
Science Week » 12 p.m. - 1 p.m. each day, Parker Building,
Room 338
Sponsored by the Chemistry Club
Professors and students will present and talk about various
scientific research they're conducted. Refreshments will be served.
Contact: Kevin Winters, kw661@nova.edu

Tuesday, Oct. 25
Suicide Prevention guest speaker» 12 p.m. - 1 p.m.

FACULTY SPOTLIGHT: PETER FINLEY
realized this was his opportunity to
start coaching. Finley was a volunteer
coach for a year and then became
the head coach for cross country and
track and field at the high school near
One of things that drew Peter
Western Michigan University, where
Finley, Ph.D., associate professor
he received his bachelor's in physical
in the H. Wayne Huizenga School
education and English.
of Business and Entrepreneurship,
Finley said, "If 1 didn't have
to NSU was an aspect that draws
that experience 1 wouldn't be here
many students-the small class
now and 1 wouldn't have
size. Finley wanted to teach
some of the interesting stories
at a college where he could
learn the students' names and
to share about my successes
and failures. Sometimes we
develop a relationship on a
have to see the moment for
more personal level because
the challenge that it is and the
he believes each student
opportunity it should present.
should be a name and not a
We have to go and make
number.
something new happen."
"By the time I'm beyond
Finley went on to receive
the intro class and have
a master's in educational
students for the second or third
time, I walk in and look around
leadership from Western
the room and visually take
Michigan University and
was a high school coach and
attendance and can go right
physical education teacher.
into asking people · how their
Five years after he
summer was and what they
graduated, he realized he
have been up to," said Finley.
wanted to continue teaching
Because Finley teach-but with a more sophisticated
es sport and recreation
Dr. Finley (left) with Manchester United soccer player Nani. during the
clientele and in the topic area
management, he also believes
team's tour of the United States this past summer.
that most interested him - the
it is important to know what
affect sports have on our lives.
his students are interested in,
"1 chose to leave one
my students to have the opportunity
what sports they play and who their
life and go back and get my Ph.D.
to have the life they want,"
favorite teams are. He thinks it makes
so that this life that 1 wanted was
Finley said.
students more interested in learning
accessible," he said.
"The biggest thing is the
from him because they know there is
Finley and his wife sold
exchange of vital information
a relationship between them.
their house in Michigan, moved
that each class should deliver that
This relationship is also
to Colorado for three years so
translates to them being able to do
cultivated outside the classroom in
he could earn his Ph.D. in sports
their job better and have a happier,
"places like the RecPlex, where Finley
administration from the University
healthier life."
works out alongside his students.
of Northern Colorado.
One story Finley can tell his
"In my field, it is important that
"I look back on it and I'm glad
students is how one of his greatest
I have a degree of physical fitness. If
we had the courage to make that
hardships led to one his greatest
I stand in front of a group of people
opportunities. When he was a
decision at that time. 1 was 30 years
who are 18-22 years old and talk
college athlete, he realized he wasn't
old and that was a hard decision to
about the importance of athletics
just sell the house and start all over
good enough to keep competing, so
in people's lives, it has to be a part
again. There was a lot of uncertainty
he chose to leave college athletics
of mine and I hope they have some
to it, but I'm glad and I'm happy to
which left a void in his life.
respect for that," he said.
be here as a result," Finley said.
Instead of moping around, he
Finley also loves human

Written by:
Alyssa Sterkel

interaction, which is one thing that
gets him out of bed and off to work
every morning. He said he enjoys
the process of telling stories, hearing
stories and learning from other
people's lives.
"The most important thing is
sharing information that I think will
help people be more successful in
the things they want to do. I want

DeSantis 1048/1049
Sponsored by NSPIRE
Jordan Burnham, who attempted suicide, will speak about his
experience.
Conta"ct: Toni Richardi, toni.richardi@gmail.com

Laser Quest trip» 6 p.m. Laser Quest, Sunrise, FL
Sponsored by Hillel
Free trip to Laser Quest. Transportation provided at the Shark
Fountain at 5 :30 p.m.

1Mhursday, Oct. 27
1st Annual Bahamian Junkanoo Festival» 11 a.m. - 1
p.m. Don Taft University Center
Sponsored by Women with a Vision
SEA Thursday event with marching lunkanoo band, Bahamian food
and music.

Esans Kreyol Art Expo» 6:30 p.m. Don Taft University Center
2nd floor lounge
Sponsored by the Haitian Students Association
Art expo featuring Caribbean art, photography, and paintings.
Contact: Marilyne Etienne, etiemari@nova.edu

1Mhursday, Nov. 3
Homecoming Bash 2011 » 10 p.m. - 2 a.m. Opium
Nightclub
Sponsored by the Undergraduate SGA
Tickets on sale online at https:llwww.nova.edu/webforms/
studentaffairs/homecomingdance/index.html
Contact: Gabrielle Devove, gdevove@nova.edu

Friday, Nov. 4
Raft Races » 3:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. Gold Circle Lake
Sponsored by the Undergraduate SGA
Homemade raft race for student organizations for a chance to win
$1000, $SOO, and $250. Register at http://www.nova.edu/
safspecialevents/homecoming/index.html
Contact: Contact: Gabrielle Devove, gdevove@nova.edu

Friday, Nov. 11
Cha rity date auction» 7 p.m. - 10 p.m. Don Taft University
Center Pit
Sponsored by Alpha Phi Omega
All proceeds from event goes to the Make a Wish foundation.
Contact: Yessica Giraldo, gyessica@nova .edu

Saturday, Nov. 19
Glucose Games -

Flag football tournament» 10 a.m. - 4

p.m. Intramurals fields
Sponsored by American Pharmacists Association-Academy of
Student Pharmacists (APHA-ASP)
Registration is Oct. 20 to Nov. 4 in the HPD cafeteria.
Contact: Danielle Padgett, dpadgett@nova.edu

Submit your student club or organization's events for the
Onshore calendar by emailing: trail@nova.edu.
Only events for students, by students accepted.

,
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NSU golf:
New season, saine
high expectations
WJitten by:
Kevin Preciado

Runion said he likes the fact
that the young players aren't afraid
to play against top competitors.
He said that as the golfers gain
experience they will have a great
chance at repeating a conference
championship win.
"We have a stronger team than
last year, but we will have to play
our best to repeat [a conference
championship win]," he said. "Our

and improved with each one.
Abbey Gittings, junior, said
she's been impressed with her new
teammates.
NSU's golf teams began their
new seasons in mid September. Both
"At the first two tournaments,
teams brought home conference
I was so proud of the team. With
three new freshmen, we didn't know
championships last season, and
the women won their third straight
how they would cope, but each team
national championship. However,
member at the last two tournaments
the teams face new challenges this
have made me proud and they
showed true grit and deterinination,"
time around.
she said. '
With
many
new additions to the
Gittings
said
teams and without
the team has really
Kevin Marsh, former
bonded since the
head coach and the
beginning of the
man who led them
year and she looks
the previous seven
forward to playing
seasons, both teams
in every tournament
look to continue the
this season. She
program's
success
feels the team is
ready to defend
built over the years.
The men opened
their title.
"I believe we
their season with a
fifth place finish at
have the capability
the Adams Cup and
to win the NCAA's
a second place finish
for
a
fourth
NSU women's golf won their thi rd straight national championship last season,
at the NSU Shark
year. I think the
freshmen feel the
Invitational.
The
guys know how hard it was to win
team is young, with only one senior.
pressure of stepping into the shoes
last year and they take great pride in
of last year's team, but I really do
However, Interim Head Coach
being SSC champions."
think that they have the skill and
Garrett Runion said he has been
ability to lead our team to another
ph~ase(l with the team's performance -,.
, . Despite ,. having - only : two
national championship. Hopefully,
remaining
members
from
last
year's
so far.
I can lead this team to the national
women's national championship
:: _ "With two top ,five finishes in
championship trophy," said Gittings.
squad, 'the team hopes to capture
two events our players are hungry
their fourth straight title. The team
and motivated for a win,'" said
has participated in three tournaments
RUnion.

..
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Athletes and
philanthropy
When you look up the word
"philanthropy" in the dictionary,
you'll find that it means "goodwill
to fellow members of the human
race." Despite how you feel about
professional athletes and their
salaries, a great number of them use
their money and power to help those
in need, and some have even become
known for their philanthropic
contributions.
I'm sure you heard that Nnamdi
Asomugha signed a five-year $60
million deal with the Philadelphia
Eagles this summer, but did you
know that Asomugha is the chairman
of Orphans and Widows in Need?
OWIN supports orphans and widows
in Nigeria by providing health care,
education, spiritual guidance and
vocational training. Asomugha was
even awarded with the Jefferson
Award for Public Service in 2010,
which is given to individuals for
their involvement in the community.
Asomugha isn't the only
professional athlete known for his
or her philanthropiC contributions.

Alonzo Mourning, Dwyane Wade,
Tim Tebow, Yao Ming, Shane
Victorino and Dikembe Mutombo
are just a few others. However,
you don't need to be a professional
athlete to make a difference in the
world.
Did you know NSU studentathletes are quite the philanthropists
too? The NSU softball team helped
raise money for the Pediatric Brain
Tumor Foundation and the American
Cancer Society's breast cancer
research fund on Oct. 1. The cross
country and track and field teams
volunteered at the Publix Escape to
Miami Triathlon on Sept. 25. NSU
baseball participates in the Miracle
League, which gives special needs
children the opportunity to play
baseball and be a part of a team.
It's clear you don't need an eight
figure salary to be a philanthropist or
make a difference in people's lives.
The question is what have you done
for your fellow members of the
human race lately?

2011 NSU athletics hall of fame
Written by:
Kevin Preciado

On Oct. 18, four new members
were inducted into the NSU Athletics
Hall of Fame during a banquet hosted
by television and radio personality
Tony Segreto in the Arena at the Don
Taft University Center.
The four inductees were
Chancellor Ray Ferrero; Jr., Cheryl
Bond, Matthew Parry and Jennifer
Rembe. They were awarded with
Hall of Fame jackets and rings.
Matthew Parry played soccer at
NSU from 2002 to 2005 and is now
the assistant coach for the team. He
is the program's all-time assist leader
and the only member to receive AllAmerican honors. He said his parents
have been the most influential people
in his life.
"It's a really big honor that
not every student-athlete will have
the opportunity to go through and
experience. Joining a small group
of past athletes, administrators,
coaches, and just to have your name
placed alongSide those names, it's a
real honor and a privilege, which I'm
eternally grateful for," said Parry.
The diehard Arsenal fan said he
cherished every moment at NSU.

COURTESY OF NSU SPORTS INFORMATION

The Hall of Fame inductees following the ceremony (from left: Jennrter Rember, Ray Ferrero Jr, Matthew Parry and Cheryl Bond) ,

"The beautiful thing about being
a student-athlete here is that you create
memories, not just as a part of the
soccer team, but on and off the field,"
he said. "Just being with the guys and
the friendships you create that will last
a lifetime, they're the most important
memories for me now."
Jennifer Rembe participated in
two different sports at NSU. From
1999 to 2003 she played volleyball

and in 2004 she was a member
of NSU's very first rowing team.
Despite having no prior experience
in rowing, she decided to give it a try.
"Somebody tipped me off that
NSU was starting a rowing program,
and I'm like, 'Why not? I can do
this; I'm a big, strong girl.' I tried it.
I loved it," said Rembe.
In her only year on the rowing
team, she earned All-American

honors and helped lead the team to a
national championship competition.
Rembe said she enjoyed rowing more
than volleyball, and is appreciative of
being a member of the Hall of Fame.
"It means everything. This is the
epitome of what every athlete wants.
You want to be remembered, you want
to do something great and do it well
enough to be remembered. I'm just so
happy that I was able to do that, and be

recognized for it," said Rembe.
Cheryl Bond played softball
from 1998 to 2001 and was a twotime All-American with a career
batting average of .351.
Chancellor, Ray Ferrero, Jr.,
was president from 1998 to 2009.
NSU joine'd the NCAA Division II,
and women's sports doubled during
his presidency.
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Electric
atmosphere defines
NSU volleyball
Written by:
Arash Nasajp our
It was Oct. 6, and NSU
volleyball was taking on the Seton
Hill Griffins. Upon entering the arena
I was hit with a wave of charged
particles. I swain to my seat and
my hair stood up for the lovely girls
in grey and blue. I said to myself,
"Well, my writing career has really
taken off, from writing about tortilla
delivery girls to ball diving sharks ...
this career is tight."
Jordan Pappas, junior setter,
said her favorite part of the team
is the atmosphere, and I agree.
The atmosphere was electric at the
Sharks vs. Griffins game. Volleyball
truly is fun to watch, and the women
on both sides did an incredible job.
Four names that are still ringing
in my ears are Rachel Woodson,
Anabely
Escarpita,
Samantha
High
and
DAANNIIELLLE
GRAHHAAMMM. These high
scorers kept my eyes busy with
COURTESY OF NSU SPORTS INFORMATION
Lauren Lewknowicz, freshman outside hitter during a recent game. The Sharks' next home game in Nov.
their striking, diving, laughter and
11 against Florida Southern.
aggression. I barely had any rest
we were able to manage to adjust and
from striking my keypad; Before . very interesting that as soon as the
find open areas of the court as well
timer clicked, these winsome angels
the ending of the second period the
as defend all of their attacks. Our
turned into a tough shark pack. The
home crowd screamed GO NSU!
defense was a key part of the game,
Sharks won the third set and the
During the break you could see
[and] our offense played very well."
that the NSU girls were energetic ' match 3-0.
The next home match is on Nov.
Samantha High, sophomore
as ever. With angelic grace and
11 against Florida Southern.
middle blocker, said, "We went into
children's laughter,
the girls
playing the Griffins blindsided, but
practiced in pairs. However, it was
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Ben Franklin:
More than just
an electrifying historian
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Mak e your
voice heard
in NSU's
literary
•
magazIne
Written by:
St ephanie Flenting .

The Alvin Sherman Library, Research, and Information Technology Center will host the "Benjamin Franklin : In Search of a Better World" exhibit until December
2011 .

Written by:
Alek Culpepper

Benjamin Franklin. You know
the name. You have seen his statue.
But do you really want to know
who he was or how big his influence
was on our culture? NSU is proud
to help you get to know one of
America's most dynamic forefathers
through a series of unique events
in his honor at the Alvin Sherman
Library, Research, and Information
Technology Center.
"Benjamin Franklin: In Search
of a Better World" exhibit is divided
into six electrifying sections:
Character Matters:
This
section is where your journey begins.
It's where you meet a young Franklin
in his early years in Boston. You will
learn about his schooling, what he
did as a child and how he began his
training as a printer.
B. Franklin Printer: Here,
you'll learn about how Franklin
made his fortune as Philadelphia's
, prime printer.

Civic Visions: This section tells
This special exhibit will run
the story of Franklin's impact and his
through December 2011 in the
founding of several philanthropic,
library's second floor gallery. Not
educational
and
even
civic .only will this exhibit have those
institutions such as Pennsylvania
educational sections, but also
Hospital and the University of
entertaining events for Franklin fans
Pennsylvania.
of all ages. These events include: The
Useful Knowledge: This part
Real Lives of Revolutionary War
of the exhibit shows that Franklin
Soldiers with Continental and British
made enough money to retire from
soldiers in costume on Oct. 30; a
Colonial Party with Ben Franklin that
his duties in business, and then he
will have tea treats, parlor games and
embarked on this part of his life
to "useful knowledge." You will
old-fashioned crafts on Nov. 19; and
learn of scientific instruments used
a Tavern Night with Ben Franklin for
by Franklin and the most famous
adults on Nov. 19, which will have
scientists during that era.
an actor who reenacts the Franklin
World Stage: This part of
persona and time period.
So, don't just know the name, or
the exhibit teaches about when all
know that he "invented electricity."
of Franklin's worlds - literature,
science, politics, diplomacy, and his
Actually learn who this phenomenal
fascination with the material world
man was and enjoy doing it. This
exhibit is free to all and open to the
- came together at a crucial time
public during the following hours:
in history.
Monday through Friday from 9 a.m. to
Seeing Franklin: In this final
9 p.m., Saturdays from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m
section, you will see Images of
and Sundays from 11 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Franklin from the 19th and 20th
centuries combined with quotations
In the words of Benjamin Franklin
suggesting Franklin's impact to . himself, "An investment in knowledge
always pays the best interest."
our culture.

the paper.
If you look for ajob in the industry
one day or submit work to a magazine
or journal, you'll have to compose
Digressions, NSU's literary
a cover letter. Professionals almost
magazine is accepting submissions.
always recommend that the cover
Students can submit
letter contain a
works of poetry,
list of publications
short fiction and art
you've
been
work for publication
published in.
So, when you
from until Dec. 15.
Jlll you aspiring
write that letter to
writers out there
Cosmo trying to
need
to
search
sell your feature
through the archives
about what guys/
for
your
best
girls really think
work and submit
about during sex,
you'll be able
it.
Getting that
to say you've
publishing
credit
been published
can really help you
in
a
literary
in the future when
magazine.
you're interviewing
Suzanne
Ferfor a writing job.
riss, professor at
When you're
Digressions Literary Magazine is accepting
Farquhar
Colasked,
"Where submission for its 2012 edition.
lege of Arts and
have you been
published?," you won't have to sit
Sciences and faculty advisor for
there dumbfounded thinking about
Digressions Literary Magazine,
all those poems on the jump drive at
said, "I would recommend that
students carefully review their work
the back of your desk drawer or those
great short stories you composed in
and select one or more of their best
works - not all."
your head that never made it to paper.
Your work can be submitted to
And artists, we've seen you doodle
the managing editor, Joe Cirino, at
through classes instead of taking
jC1839@nova.edu. Get your voice
notes. We all know there's some
out there.
great art in you ready to explode onto

Friday 10.28
Kendrick Lama r

October 25-Oc:tober 31
Tuesday 10.25

i

TV on the Radio The
Fillmore at Jackie Gleason
Theater, Miami Beach

Revolution Live 7 p.m.

M iami City Ballet
Broward Center for the
Performing Arts in Fort
Lauderdale 8:00 p.m.

Saturday 10.29
Fort Lauderdale
International Film Fest ival
Gu ns N'Roses American Airlines Arena in
Cinema Paradiso, Fort
Lauderdale Oct. 21- Nov. 11

Wednesda y 10.26
Josh Groban

Bank Atlantic Center in
Sunrise 7:30 p.m.

Broadwa lk Concert Series

Hollywood
Beach Theatre Johnston Street and ISrclaaWall<
Hollywood, FL

. Thursday 10.27
Ch ita Rivera and Ben Vereen
Hard Rock Live, Hollywood FL
8:00 p.m.

Clematis by Night Centennial
Square Clematis Street, West Palm
Beach,FL

Miami 9:00 p.m.

A-Thai Restaurant
4 Star Rated of Thailand'.
Authentic Dishes

Kill t he Noise and Deathface
Revolution Live 7 p.m.

21st Cent ury Rat Pack Aventura Arts and
Cultural Center in Aventura 2:00 p.m. and
8:00 p.m.

Mond ay 10.31

18 ~ears of dail-y fresh cooked food
HOURS: Monday - Friday
Lunch: 11 :30am-3:00pm Dinner: 5pm-10:00pm
Saturday's Open for Dinner Only

Florida Panthers v. Winnepeg Jets

Ask for Mamason for take-out
or small party orders

Bank Atlantic Center in Sunrise 7:30 p.m.
*Listen to Radio X - WNSU 88.5 for a chance to win to
tickets to these events. Call (954) 262 - 8460 from 6
p.m . - 3 a.m. or like their Facebook page at:
http://www.facebook.com/#!/pages/Radio-X/1734068
69345418

~

954-792-6220
:~'lh:..

6419 Stirling Road, Davie

· {)n the corner of Stirling Road and Davie Road
(south of NOVA SE UNIVERSITY in Davie) ,. . .
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Get these actors
starring roles

We're looking tor a tew
\'pen triends." Want to be
a contribu.ting writer?

Written by: Stephanie FIelDing

COMe -to one 0+
our weekly Mee-ting.s!
T Ltesdays frOM

12-1

PM

Athletics and Stu-dent
Affairs Bu.i1dinS
(ASA) 'RooM 104

NSU, come home.

nsucurrent.nova.edu

Being someone else all the time is hard work. Often,
some of the people who do it best aren't noticed. They're
just so good at it that everyone thinks the characters they
play is the real them. Well, here is my list of the most
underrated actors today.
Nathan Fillion: Sure, he's Richard Castle, writer and
murder-solver extraordinaire. He's funny, charming and
relatable but he's also shown that he can act in a dramatic
situation just as well when his detective partner-in-crimesolving was shot and nearly killed. There's no emotion he
hasn't expressed brilliantly as Castle or in his prior roles on
TV shows like "Firefly" and "One Life to Live." Someone
please, get this man a starring role in a movie.
Heather Morris: Everyone pretty much knows
the stars of "Glee" these days but most of the focus is
on Lea Michelle (Rachel) and Jane Lynch (Sue). And
the breakout movie role in "I am Number Four" that
did nothing to dazzle anyone went to Dianna Agron
(Quinn). But the real star of the show is Heather Morris
as Brittany Pierce. Without her, the show would just be a
bunch of over-the-top teens with way too much drama.
Morris is brilliant as the ditzy, blond cheerleader
with witticisms such as: "Did you know dolphins are just
gay sharks?" and "I think my cat is reading my diary."
She's so good that it's easy to overlook her and think
she's just like that in real life. She's actually a brilliant
actress and dancer who once danced with Beyonce and
was asked to teach choreography to the other "Glee"sters
before she became one of them.
Catherine Keener: I've always known that I love
to watch Catherine Keener but I didn't know that she is
52 years old and that she was born in Miami. She looks
great and she's a local girl. But the best part about her
is her charm and charisma. No matter what character
she plays, you have to fall in love with her, even as the
enabling mother to the really strange adult son who
can't live without her in "Cyrus," and definitely as Steve
Carrell's first time in "40 Year Old VIrgin."
She adds something to every movie she acts in.
She's been nominated twice for an academy award
but has never won. What are those judges watching?
It's time they got new glasses and realized her value to
Hollywood.
Taraji Henson: As the former hooker-tumedpimp's-preggo girlfriend in "Hustle and Flow," Taraji
stole my heart. The expression when she heard her
Singing voice for the first time was priceless. From
singing hooker to Benjamin Button's selfless caregiver
to the straight-laced detective in "Date Night," there's
nothing Taraji can't do and do well.
Yet she is almost always the supporting actress in

Timothy Olyphant makes viewers wonder if he's capable of being a brutal
seial killer in "Perfect Getaway." He makes the list of one of the most
underrated actors of today.

any high profile movie, clearly a waste of an amazing
talent. She even studied electrical engineering and once
worked at the Pentagon.
Giovanni Ribisi: If you knew him as the
unbelievably dim-witted brother of Phoebe (Lisa
Kudrow) on friends, then it's hard to imagine he could
ever play anything else. But he also blew away audiences
in "Gone in 60 Seconds," "Cold Mountain," "Saving
Private Ryan" and "Avatar." He's everywhere he should
be and his talent always shines through, yet he still isn't
the household name he deserves to be.
Timothy Olyphant: No one is more underrated
than Timothy Olyphant. He makes any role he plays
seem effortless and so real, you forget he's an actor. One
year it seemed that one minute 'he was a bald, wealthy
businessman in a sitcom in "Samantha Who" and the
next an Iraq war veteran, could-be serial killer with
plenty of hair to cover the titanium plate in his head in
"Perfect Getaway,"
Hair growing ability aside (and please note, he was
gorgeous either way), he made "Perfect Getaway" one of
the best movies I've ever seen and makes every movie
or TV show he's in worth watching, Yet he was still only
billed as a supporting actor.
Hollywood needs a star like him to be the new
leading man. Please, Tom Hanks, Harrison Ford and even
George Clooney are getting old, and Jack Nicholson has ,been old. Bring in some younger blood. Give me some
more Olyphant and stop underestimating him.
Here's hoping all these actors will get the recognition
they merit someday. They deserve to be noticed for being
the stars they already are.

Sharks uniteD ~
Channel 96

MOVie Show Times:

octoBer 1 - 31, 2011

For more information: www.noVa.eDU/SharksuniteDtv,

(954) 262-2602, email Sharkt\l@nova.eDu
= SUTV MOVies
2011

= SUTV ProDuctions

1:00 AM

3:00 AM

5:00 AM

7:00 AM

9:30 AM 11:30 AM

2:00 PM

4:00 PM

6:00 PM

8:00 PM

11:00 PM
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Where on God's gr~en earth are
NSU's recy(:ling bins?
'-,
'-,

Wlitten by: Fatima Abdihakim
Picture yourself eating at the University
Center with a few friends/enemies/frienemies .
You're all laughing and stuffing your faces,
having a grand old time. Soon, all of you get
finished with said face stuffing and then dump
your drink containers and assorted wrappers
into the trash, while you decide to be a bit
more eco-friendly that day. You take your
trash and walk around looking for a recycle
bin, but you can't find it.
You walk 'round and around the place
- somehow passing Subway more times
than you should have to due to a wormhole
that Jared Fogle must have had something
to do with - but no recycle bins. So what's
a naturally lazy college student to do? Best
thing you can do is give up on your quest to
rack up on some karma points before finals
week and deposit your trash into the nearest
bin.
Little did you know, a poor, lonely, ·
..,.· underused recycle bin was lurking just behind
the stairs that lead to the RecPlex. Actually

there are a couple of bins just up ahead near
the Flight Deck, but hey, details.
Let's face it. If college students were
any lazier, we'd all have spider webs being
constructed under our arms and badgers
procreating at our feet. Recycling isn't
exactly at the top of our priorities; we're all
too busy being dead inside.
However, there are some greenconscious youths (ethically, I'm not allowed
to call them "tree huggers," but you all know
who I'm talking about) around campus who
would like to recycle when they can. There
are also some average students who, once
in the while, when Jupiter and Mars align
just right, can be bothered to use the proper
receptacles for their trash.
But where on God's green earth are
the recycle bins? Point a gun at my head
and, after I get through with my undignified
sobbing, I can think of only five recycle bins
on this entire campus and let me tell you, they
are not within lethargic shuffling distance.
Ignoring the discovery that there are
some people who actually get annoyed

ESPN sucks the
joy out of MNF
and the first
amendment

·,

-,

when they can't recycle (isn't that precious?),
the school has to realize that there is a serious
problem with the lack of noticeable recycle bins
on campus.
I'd bet that there are plenty more than five
recycle bins around here (wouldn't bet anything
big, like my computer. Maybe my pen), but
they're strategically placed all around campus
so that only the most worthy hippies who have
braved the harsh deserts and frozen wastelands
can use them. How, pray tell, is that fair to the
trees?
Hell, I wouldn't even care that much about
the lack of bins if they were even used correctly
when seen. You bend down and take a peek at
any bin around, and you'll see plastic bottles
where there ought to be only paper and vice
versa. Now, normally I'm not this anal about
recycling, but my mother's on this weird "go
green" kick and I'm stuck sorting through trash
until she gets down (which will probably never
happen, so you're stuck with me).
One student told me the reason that people
don't recycle is because there are places in the
school where there are only recycle bins and not
trash cans, so people throw trash in the recycle
bins.
Are you picking up what I'm putting
down? NSU needs more recycle bins, and if
they have to get giant neon signs that flash and
have Razor hold them up while he does an Irish
jig for students to notice them, then so be it.
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Students are lazy and busy, so if one of
us actually has the decent desire to recycle,
they shouldn't have to traverse the land to
find a decent recycle bin. Besides, everyone
loves a good jig.

Written fy: Stephanie Fleming
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ESPN fired Hank Williams Jr. from its
Monday Night Football program. That means
no more of the iconic, motivating, get-yourblood-pumping song that asks us "Are you
ready for some football?" The song has been
synonymous with MNF since it aired on ABC
and who couldn't use some motivation on a
Monday night? Well, no more.
And all because Hank had the audacity
to have an opinion about something. He said
that John Boehner playing golf with President
Obama and Joe Biden with Kasich was "like
Hitler playing golf with Netanyahu." He didn't
say Obama was like Hitler, he just made an
analogy,· Besides, what does that have to do
with MNF? Nothing at all.
Personally, I think Obama is failing
miserably, and if he is reelected, the United
States will no longer be a superpower by the
end of his second term. You may not agree with
me. In fact, you may want to hunt me down and
exercise your first amendment rights by telling
me off. That's fine. You don't have to agree
with anything I say. But you definitely better
respect my right to say it. Because when we lose
our freedom of speech, we've lost everything.
Everything this country was built upon.
Do you know what happens to people in
other countries who speak their mind? They
are beaten and left for dead. But back to Hank.
It is Hank Williams Jr. after all. What did they
expect? He brags about getting drunk and
high being a family tradition, is proud of all of
his rowdy friends and calls himself superman.
And who really suffers if he's fired?
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Hank Williams, Jr. got audiences ready for Monday Night
Football until his recent firing by ESPN.
·

Hank? No way. He's never had more publicity
than he's getting now. And in May, he'll be
free to take that song anywhere he wants. He's
got a new song, a new album and publicity that
money can't buy. ESPN might suffer. There is
a movement to boycott them because of their
decision. But they'll probably be fine. Fans
suffer. We miss our song. But we'll make it
and in May we'll hear it again somewhere.
Americans, that's who suffers the most because
any infringement on our constitutional right to
freedom of speech is an assault on our entire
country and an insult to the men who fought
so hard to guarantee us freedom.

BARRY LAW Makes its Case
Providing students with the skills arid knowledge
to aid society through the competent and ethical
practice of law is what drives the Barry University
Dwayne 0 . Andreas School of Law. The real-world
legal skills developed at Barry Law are showcased
by our championship-caliber trial and moot court
teams. That same legal expertise is displayed
by our graduates every day in law offices
and courtrooms.

BARRY
UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF LAW

ORLANDO, FLORIDA

www.barry.edu/NSU
Barry University School of Law is fully accredited by the American Bar Association
(Section of Legal Education & Admissions to the Bar, ABA, 321 N. Clark Street, Chicago, IL 60654, 312-988-6738).
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Getting to scho~l
in S.FL traffic:
Your education depends on it
VViitten by: Davis Yahn
Commuting to school in South
Florida has been an eye opening
experience. People down here drive
crazily. Plain and simple. You can't
let your guar~ down.
I'm no stranger to hectic
driving. I've driven in almost every
major city across the U.S. But in
South Florida, I find myself throwing
my hands up in dissatisfaction as I
get on an on-ramp, forcing me into
a huge jam of cars, or when I have
to stop in a mess of cars for a light
I can't even see. I can feel time
seeping away from me as I wait for
what seems like months until, finally,
it's my tum to move four feet and
then start all over again.
Sometimes I wish I lived on
campus. Getting stuck in traffic isn't
a daily occurrence. It happens at
least once a week to me. But lastminute departures and .mistakes can
be detrimental to arriving at school
on time.
In addition, the opposing force,
other drivers, don't make life any
easier on the road. I've heard other
commuters complain that there isn't
a fast way to school or that if you
leave during rush hour, tum around.
Ever seen a commuter show up an
hour late for class? That is what
happens when driving and traveling
mistakes are made and some of us
can't afford to make even one.
Traffic jams are tricky things.
Many occur due to accidents. However,
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Commuting in South Florida is a hassle for students.

most of the ones I've observed happen
from a large chain reaction of people
pressing their brakes due to someone
way in front, maybe a mile ahead,
nearly missing a raccoon on the
highway, or spilling his or her cafe
mocha all over his or her lap.
Other times, like near school,
there is major construction that has
people completely baffled by the
road system. People try to merge
here like they are taking a test they
didn't study for. They just guess.
My favorite is when I witness
drivers looking to their left and
realizing, at the last minute, that
they aren't going to make it on to the
highway. They won't fit. Thanks for
playing. Try again later.
I would say South Florida
ranks pretty high up there as the

most frustrating state to commute in.
Colorado is hilarious; New England,
just use your blinker and you will be
OK; the Midwest is a joke; but the
south, I've found, in general, can be
the most hectic.
Most South Florida drivers
have never heard of a blinker rule.
But they surely try to master talking
on two cell phones at the same time,
doing 100 mph in the HOV lane and
driving with their knees. I have a
new driving style since I've moved:
Do not care about anyone else.
Here in Davie you've got to get
where you are going. But if you're a
commuter this means that one of the
most simplistic of tasks, driving, can
tum into a fight to the finish that your
education may depend on.

On the Scene:
"I'm probably going to watch much
more NFL now with the NBA lock out
happening; get more in touch with the
NFL and look more into that until,
surprisingly, the NBA comes back.
When the NBA comes back you're
going to see a lot of smiling faces."
Peter Torres, freshman psychology
major

cheCH out our twitter'" for
the latest campus news.

www.twitter.comJthecurrentrsu

With no agreement between players and owners in
sight, how are you coping with the possibility of there
being no NBA season for 2011·2012?
"I won't be too upset about not
having a season. It's unfortunate
we can't watch the Knicks'
progress and have a great new
season and see Miami lose, again.
It doesn't affect me too much."

.J

Danni Tello, sophomore biology
major

"Basketball doesn't really phase me if there was
a lock out. If it were football it would have a
larger effect on me." Christine Dowd, senior
education major

"Personally, I'm affected due to
the lack of entertainment value.
Other than that, I could care
less." Julia Lopez, junior

"If it does happen it's
going to be really
disappointing because I
won't be able to see my
Nets win the NBA finals."
Dylan Razack, freshman
biology major

communication studies major

"I don't have time to
watch sports. If I did, it
would matter." Nora
Yessayan, senior
psychology major
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